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Across

1. movie carrier, before 
  streaming services: Abbr.  
4. protective layer over a 
  healing wound 
8. challenge for a speed 
  competition (2 wds.) 
14. “What ___ thou art, act well
  thy part” (attributed to  
  Sheakespeare) 
15. cavity  
16. type of cell that changes
  shape in response to variation
  in moisture  
17. ___ of; in love with  
19. type of dragonfly, or one
  who mends socks  
20. cause a commotion at the
  beach  
22. capable of being perceived 
23. a nonprotein element of
  blood  
24. negative responses  
25. cultural club at Fordham: Abbr.  
26. ___ Mexicano, across
  the street from the Lincoln
  Center campus  
30. earth goddess in Greek
  mythology 
32. where the film and 
  television industry is 
  centered: Abbr. 

34. French sea 
35. create a happy 
  dawn  
39. character Hakim of
  “Oklahoma!” 
40. location of Annefield in 
  Virginia 
41. ___ of Liberty  
42. one hundredth of a dollar 
44. computer addresses: Abbr. 
45. steal 
46. 4,840 square yards 
48. legal guardians, often  
52. facilitate a spotless and
  complete exit  
55. dresser or chest of 
  drawers  
56. “and so on” 
57. approach with 
  aggression  
58. Simba or Nala, for 
  example 
59. polka ___ 
60. Macbeth and Macduff,
  for example 
61. organize by type 
62. direction from Central
  Park to Prospect Park: 
  Abbr.

Down

1. considers  
2. ___ cavae; two large
  veins 
3. “Hotline Bling” artist 
4. theatrical steamboats, 
  one of which is the setting
  of a Hammerstein 
  musical  
5. reef inhabitants  
6. naproxen brand  
7. saint and author of the
  “Ecclesiastical History of 
  the English People” 
8. type of snake with a 
  bright underside 
9. common sound in the
  morning 
10. occupation 
11. Italian stratovolcano  
12. timid 
13. mess up 
18. jerk, informally 
21. Bantu language spoken
  mostly in Zimbabwe 
25. facets 
27. prophetic sign 
28. small oceans 
29. Noah’s building 
  project 
30. strong wind 
31. comparable 
33. able to soak up liquid,
  of a sponge perhaps  
35. Apple computer 
36. salon offerings  
37. cast out 
38. student government 
  vice president Stryczek 
43. accept, as of a workload
  (2 wds.) 
45. resentfulness 
47. ___ and desist  
48. terrace or small 
  courtyard 
49. necessities  
50. varieties of a tropical
  edible root  
51. ice or roller shoe 
52. as ___; an equal 
  amount 
53. stage name of singer 
  Alejandra Ghersi 
54. slippery fish and 
  sidekicks to Ursula  
55. piece of baseball 
  equipment  


